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Grade 2 Module 8
Time, Shapes, and Fractions as Equal Parts of Shapes
In Module 8, the final module of the year, students extend their understanding of
part–whole relationships through the lens of geometry. As students compose and
decompose shapes, they begin to develop an understanding of unit fractions as
equal parts of a whole.

Topic A
Attributes of Geometric Shapes
In Module 8, students continue to develop their geometric thinking from Grade 1, progressing
from a descriptive to an analytic level of thinking, where they can recognize and characterize
shapes by their attributes and properties. In Topic A, Lesson 1, students describe various twodimensional shapes according to specified attributes, such as the number of sides or angles
(2.G.1). The names of the shapes are intentionally omitted in this lesson in order to encourage
students to use precise language in their descriptions. Students must attend to a shape’s defining
attributes in order to describe the difference between shapes. For example, rather than describing
a shape as quadrilateral, students describe it as a shape having four sides and four angles. In this
lesson, students come to see the corner of a polygon as an angle, and in Lesson 4, the right angle
will be introduced as a square corner. After students name the attributes of shapes, they use
geoboards to create a shape given its attributes. In Lesson 2, students build various polygons as
they name them based on attributes; triangle, quadrilateral, pentagon, and hexagon (2.G.1)
Lesson 3. This lesson focuses on the four categories of polygons that students built in Lesson 2:
triangles, quadrilaterals, pentagons, and hexagons. After the teacher-guided portion of the lesson,
students use a ruler to draw straight lines and to create their own shapes, then trade with a
partner. In Lesson 4, students use various attributes (e.g., side length, parallel lines, right angles)
to identify different quadrilaterals. Along with recognizing trapezoids and rhombuses, seen in
Grade 1, students are introduced to parallelograms. They learn to recognize parallel sides and
square corners and to name quadrilaterals based on these attributes. For example, students might
be questioned and guided as follows: “Draw a quadrilateral with both pairs of opposite sides
parallel. We call this a parallelogram.” Next, “Now draw a quadrilateral with both pairs of
opposite sides parallel and four square corners, or right angles.” Finally, in Lesson 5, students
focus solely on the square and build its three-dimensional counterpart, the cube. In this lesson,
students use toothpicks of equal length and an adhesive, e.g., sticky tack, to construct a cube.
After first creating a square and naming its attributes, students are tasked with building a cube
with only a picture to guide them. After constructing the cube, students count the number of
faces and corners, and they see that right angles (again identified using an index card) are formed
at every corner. Finally, with teacher guidance and modeling, students practice drawing cubes
(2.G.1). From this lesson, students see a square as a face of the cube.

Topic B
Composite Shapes and Fraction Concepts
In Topic B, students build and partition composite shapes, exploring fraction concepts as they
identify the relationships between parts and wholes. Students see in Lesson 6 that the tangram
puzzle (shown at right) is composed of many smaller two-dimensional shapes. As students cut
out the various shapes within the tangram, they name them. They explore the variety of ways
they can compose new shapes by repositioning the pieces. For example, students see that a larger
triangle can be composed of two right triangles and a square, which can also be repositioned to
form a trapezoid, parallelogram, or rectangle (as shown below). Further, students see that the
composite triangle pictured below can be placed next to another triangle to form a larger square.
In Lesson 7, students interpret equal shares within composite shapes. They begin by using the
tangram pieces from the previous day to show how the two smallest triangles can be positioned
to form a larger triangle, parallelogram, or square (as shown at right). Each of these composite
shapes is composed of two equal shares, described as halves. By the end of Lesson 7, students
experiment with pattern blocks to see, for example, how three triangle blocks can be combined to
form a trapezoid. Thus, the trapezoid can be partitioned into three equal shares, with each share
described as a third of the whole, as shown below (2.G.3). In Lesson 8, students continue to use
pattern blocks to build composite shapes from equal parts. For example, they see that a regular
hexagon can be composed from two trapezoids, representing two equal shares, or halves.
Alternatively, the hexagon can also be composed of three rhombuses (as shown below),
described as thirds, or six same-size equilateral triangles. Students also use four square-inch tiles
to compose a larger square and describe each part as a fourth (2.G.3).

Topic C
Halves, Thirds, and Fourths of Circles and Rectangles
Topic C focuses on partitioning circles and rectangles into equal fractional parts. In Lesson 9,
students are first introduced to partitioning shapes into two equal shares, or halves, using both
circles and rectangles. As students are shown pictures of partitioned shapes, they are asked to
determine whether the shaded or un-shaded portion represents half of the figure. In order to
encourage students to reason about equal shares, a variety of partitions and orientations are used.
Lesson 10 continues the same process with fourths and thirds. Splitting each half into two equal
parts, the students create fourths. They also learn to decompose a whole into three equal parts to
create thirds. Lesson 10 ends with students synthesizing their understanding of halves, thirds, and

fourths by partitioning a pizza and a rectangular sheet cake, making decisions based on their
share of the pie or cake. In Lesson 11, students build upon their new knowledge by assembling a
whole out of fractional parts. Given a circle made of two parts, students will see that the whole
circle is composed of 2 halves. Similarly, they will see that a whole rectangle cut into thirds is
made of 3 thirds, or that a square cut into fourths is made of 4 fourths. Topic C concludes with
Lesson 12, in which students learn that equal parts of a rectangle can have different shapes.
Using geoboards, students might partition a given rectangle into two squares, two rectangles, or
even two triangles. In each case, students describe the parts as halves. This topic provides a
foundation for Topic D, applying what students have learned about fractional parts of a circle,
particularly halves and quarters, to telling time on an analog clock.

Topic D
Application of Fractions to Tell Time
In Topic D, students apply fraction and skip-counting skills to telling time. The Topic starts with
Lesson 13, in which students make paper clocks from templates. After a brief review of the clock
using a geared instructional clock, students fold their paper clock face in half and trace along the
fold line to delineate the 2 halves. They then mark the top of the fold with 12 and the bottom
with 6. Students next fold the clock in half again so that the two fold points meet, creating
quarters. Students trace along this second fold line and mark 3 and 9 at the new fold points. In
the end, they label the remaining numbers and attach hands in order to use it as a practice clock.
Having constructed this tool, students then practice telling time to the nearest half and quarter
hour. They relate 30 minutes to a half hour and 15 minutes to a quarter hour, associating, for
example, “half past 7” with 7:30, or 2:45 with “a quarter to 3.” In Lesson 14, students start to
relate each of the 12 numbers on the clock face with intervals of 5 minutes. They use skipcounting to count up to and down from 60 by fives in preparation for telling time to the nearest 5
minutes. Next, they learn to tell time by counting on the clock face numbers for the minute hand,
as well as relating the position of the hour hand to the correct hour. Lesson 15 continues the
same process, now adding the complexity of a.m. and p.m. Students view pictures showing
everyday activities along with the time represented in digital clock form and determine whether
the time shown in the picture would be a.m. or p.m.
In Lesson 16, students apply their
subtraction skills to solve problems involving time intervals. Given two times, they must
calculate how much time has passed between them, whether in whole hours or a half hour (e.g.,
the elapsed time between 3:00 p.m. and 7:00 p.m., or 6:30 a.m. and 7:00 a.m.). Finally, they
close the year determining the time interval in days before they become third-graders.
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OVERVIEW
In Module 8, the final module of the year, students extend their understanding of part–whole
relationships through the lens of geometry. As students compose and decompose shapes, they begin to
develop an understanding of unit fractions as equal parts of a whole.
In Topic A, students build on their prior knowledge of a shape’s defining attributes to recognize and
draw categories of polygons with specified attributes: the number of sides, corners, and angles. For
example, students see that a rectangle has four straight sides, four right angles, and opposite sides with
equal length. Students then relate the square, a special rectangle, to the cube by building a cube from
six congruent squares. They describe the cube in terms of its attributes, counting the number of edges,
faces, and corners. Once students are able to describe and analyze polygons and the cube according to
their attributes in Topic A, they are ready to combine shapes and build composite shapes in Topic B.
Topic B opens with students using a tangram, a set of seven shapes that compose a square, to create a
new shape. Students see that they can arrange two-dimensional shapes to create a new whole, or
composite, shape, which can become part of an even larger whole. As students progress through the
topic, they build and partition shapes by combining two or more smaller shapes and relating the parts
to the whole. For example, they use different pattern blocks to show that a regular hexagon might be
composed of two trapezoids or three rhombuses. One might say, “This hexagon is made from two
identical trapezoids, or two equal parts.” This allows for interpreting equal shares of a whole as a
fraction, as students name the equal parts halves, thirds, or fourths.
Next, in Topic C, students decompose circles and rectangles into equal parts and describe them as
halves (a half of), thirds (a third of), and fourths (a fourth of) or quarters. For example, students see that
a circle can be partitioned into four quarter-circles, or parts, which can be described as fourths. They
learn to describe the whole by the number of equal parts, e.g., one whole circle is composed of 4
fourths. Finally, students decompose a rectangle into four parts that have equal area but different
shapes.
The module closes with Topic D, where students apply their understanding of partitioning the whole
into halves and fourths to tell time to the nearest five minutes, (using both analog and digital clocks.
They construct simple clocks and see the relationship to partitioning a circle into quarters and halves,
thereby decomposing 60 minutes. For example, 3 fourths of the circle can be interpreted as 3 intervals
of 15 minutes, e.g., 15 + 15 + 15 = 45, or 45 minutes. They also use their understanding of skip-counting
by fives and tens to tell time on an analog clock. Finally, they apply their learning by calculating time
intervals of hours and half hours and close the year determining the time interval in days before they
are third-graders.

Terminology
New or Recently Introduced Terms
a.m./p.m.
Analog clock
Angle (e.g., figure formed by the corner of a polygon)
Digital clock
Parallel (two lines on the same plane are parallel if they do not intersect)
Parallelogram (quadrilateral with both pairs of opposite sides parallel)
Polygon (closed figure with three or more straight sides, e.g., triangle, quadrilateral, pentagon, hexagon)
Quadrilateral (four-sided polygon, e.g., square, rhombus, rectangle, parallelogram, trapezoid)
Quarter past, quarter to
Right angle (e.g., a square corner)
Second (unit for measuring time)
Third of (shapes), thirds (three equal shares)
Whole
2 halves
3 thirds
4 fourths

Familiar Terms and Symbols
Attributes (characteristics of an object such as number of sides, angles, or faces)
Cube (three-dimensional shape composed of six squares)
Face (a two-dimensional side of a three-dimensional shape)
Fourth of (shapes), fourths (four equal shares)
Half of (shapes), halves (two equal shares)
Half past (expression for 30 minutes past a given hour)
Half hour (interval of time lasting 30 minutes)
Hour (unit for measuring time, equivalent to 60 minutes or 1/24 of a day)
Minute (unit for measuring time, equivalent to 60 seconds, 1/60 of an hour)
O’clock (used to indicate time to a precise hour with no additional minutes)
Two-dimensional shapes (familiar prior to Grade 2):
Circle
Half-circle
Quarter-circle
Hexagon (2 dimensional figure enclosed by six straight sides and six angles)
Rectangle (2 dimensional figure enclosed by four straight sides and four right angles)
Rhombus (2 dimensional figure enclosed by four straight sides of the same length)
Square (rectangle with four sides of the same length)
Trapezoid (2 dimensional figure enclosed by four straight sides with only one pair of parallel sides)
Triangle (2 dimensional figure enclosed by three straight sides)
Quarter of (shapes), quarters (4 equal shares)

Lesson 1
Objective: Describe two-dimensional
shapes based on attributes.

Lesson 2
Objective: Build, identify,
and analyze twodimensional shapes with
specified attributes.

Lesson 3
Objective: Use attributes to draw
different polygons including triangles,
quadrilaterals, pentagons, and
hexagons.

Lesson 4
Objective: Use attributes to identify and draw different quadrilaterals including
rectangles, rhombuses, parallelograms, and trapezoids.
Parallel lines are lines that will that never meet or intersect. They are always the
same distance apart.
These lines are parallel

These lines are not parallel

Right Angles or Square Angles are 90 degrees.
This is a right or square angle

These angles are not a right or
square

Lesson 5
Objective: Relate the square to the cube, and describe the cube based on
attributes.

Lesson 6
Objective: Combine shapes to
create a composite shape; create a
new shape from composite
shapes.

Lesson 7
Objective: Interpret equal shares in composite shapes as halves, thirds, and
fourths.

.

Lesson 8
Objective: Interpret equal shares in
composite shapes as halves, thirds,
and fourths.

Lesson 9
Objective: Partition circles and
rectangles into equal parts, and
describe those parts as halves, thirds,
or fourths.

Lesson 10
Objective: Partition circles and
rectangles into equal parts, and describe
those parts as halves, thirds, or fourths.

Lesson 11
Objective: Describe a whole
by the number of equal parts
including 2 halves, 3 thirds,
and 4 fourths.

Lesson 12
Objective: Recognize that equal parts
of an identical rectangle can have
different shapes.

Lesson 13
Objective: Construct a paper clock by
partitioning a circle into halves and
quarters, and tell time to the half hour
or quarter hour.

Lesson 14
Objective: Tell time to the nearest five minutes.

Lesson 15
Objective: Tell time to the nearest five
minutes; relate a.m. and p.m. to time of
day.

Lesson 16
Objective: Solve elapsed time problems involving whole hours and a half
hour.

Technology Resources
www.k-5mathteachingresources.com -This site provides an extensive
collection of free resources, math games, and hands-on math activities
aligned with the Common Core State Standards for Mathematics.
www.parccgames.com – fun games to help kids master the common
core standards.
http://www.mathplayground.com –common core educational math
games and videos.
www.learnzillion.com – math video tutorials.
www.ixl.com – practice common core interactive math skills practice.
www.mathnook.com –common core interactive math skill practice/
games, worksheets and tutorials.
www.adaptedmind.com – common core interactive practice, video
lessons and worksheets
www.brainpop.com – animated tutorials of curriculum content that
engages students. Can use a limited free version or buy a subscription.

